
unexplored by medical historians, as has much of the genre of adolescent fitness literature. 5 In this article we therefore analyze Charles Atlas's widely-sold Dynamic Tension System as a source of health advice and argue that it constitutes a meeting ground where nineteenthcentury hygienic prescriptions mingled with twentieth-century health advice, where medical expertise shared the stage with popular and alternative health practices, and where the audience, primed by official health education as well as consumer marketing, welcomed further guidance.
We draw on the analytical strategies previously applied to domestic medical guides, reproductive and child-rearing literature for women, and the "body projects" of adolescent girls. Studies such as these pay attention to genre conventions as well as to the content of individual texts. Written with an awareness of the complexities of prescriptive literature as historical evidence, they situate their textual analyses within larger social and cultural contexts. Many of them examine the interplay between the marketplace's attempts to sell health products and services and scientific medicine's efforts to assert its authority over daily health practices. 6 These same tensions characterized the lessons for living mailed monthly in plain brown wrappers to Atlas's subscribers. 7 Like prescriptive texts aimed at women, the Atlas lessons . Charles E. Rosenberg, "Medical text and social context: Explaining William Buchan's Domestic Medicine" and "John Gunn: Everyman's physician," in Rosenberg, Explaining Epidemics and Other Studies in the History of Medicine (New York: Cambridge University Press, ) pp. -; -. On advice to women, see, for example, Rima D. Apple, "Constructing mothers: Scientific motherhood in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries," Soc. Hist. Med , , -. On "body projects," see Joan Jacobs Brumberg, The Body Project: An Intimate History of American Girls (New York: Random House ), which describes how young American girls sought to create and manage their bodies over the course of the last century. On the interplay between "official" and "commercial" health advisors, see Nancy Tomes, The Gospel of Germs: Men, Women, and the Microbe in American Life (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, ), especially chapters  and .
. For an account of receiving the monthly Atlas mailings in a plain brown wrapper, see David Mamet, "A plain brown wrapper," in Mamet, Some Freaks (New York: Viking Penguin, ), pp. -.
both reflected and shaped cultural notions about gender. But as they did so, these texts also revisited, revised, and remixed expert, alternative, and popular notions about health and the body, often in surprising ways.
from angelo siciliano to charles atlas When Atlas began to peddle his Dynamic Tension System in the s, he, like his predecessors, straddled two intertwined traditions: muscular showmanship and physical fitness. The roots of the former lay in the circus, the military training camp, the prizefighting ring, and the strongman show. The world-renowned Prussian strongman Eugen Sandow, for instance, performed for crowds, but also founded a turn-of-the-century British magazine that extended the appeal of physical culture across class lines. 8 Other fitness advocates, meanwhile, promoted physical training as part of a broader quest for individual and social health. The nineteenth-century American Dio Lewis, who had once studied medicine at Harvard, developed a system of "New Gymnastics," founded a Normal Institute in the s where physicians gave some instruction, and published and lectured widely on the importance of physical education for health. 9 Turn-of-the-century devotees of muscular Christianity, the playground movement, and physical education such as Luther Gulick, M.D., urged the invigoration of young Americans as a physiological necessity in the modern age. 10 By the early twentieth century, Bernarr Macfadden began blending these two traditions, popular health advice and physical training advocacy, into a potent and popular mix. Through his magazine Physical Culture, his numerous books, and relentless self-promotion, Macfadden spearheaded a movement embracing body-love and faith in the healing power of nature. While scandalizing polite society with his frank discourse on (and personal devotion to) frequent sex, Macfadden expanded his magazine business into a publishing empire that included such top sellers as True Story. Macfadden was both the fiscal and Atlas had no magazine to promote his system: he made his life story his central marketing tool, through the famous "Mac" advertisement. Seven panels show Mac's rapid transformation from scrawny boy to muscular man. The story is simple but powerful. After kicking sand in the face of Mac and his date, a beach bully sneers when Mac confronts him: "I'd smash your face . . . only you're so skinny you might dry up and blow away." Mac's girlfriend administers the coup de grace, sniffing, "Don't let it bother you, little boy!" Tired of life as a "scarecrow," Mac purchases the Atlas system, builds up his muscles, returns to the beach with his date, and punches the bully. Both his girl and another couple on the beach admire his new physique: "Gosh! What a build!" one woman gushes.
Biographical profiles of Charles Atlas portray a similarly swift and complete transformation of body and self, as an immigrant boy seeks strength and virility and achieves wealth and success. 13 . Among the many biographical profiles of Atlas are: "Muscle business," Fortune, January , p.  ff.; Maurice Zolotow, "You, too can be a new man, "Saturday Evening Post,  February , pp.  ff.; Robert Lewis Taylor, "Profiles: I was once a -pound weakling," of these accounts is questionable, and thus they are better considered as a promotional biography told in three acts. Act I opens in Brooklyn, where the young Angelo Siciliano is humiliated by a Coney Island tough. In act II of his bildungsroman, Angelo visits to the Brooklyn Museum and, impressed by the Greek and Roman statuary, begins his quest for muscles. He tries the standard options available to a young working-class man seeking fitnessjoining the YMCA and experimenting with physical culture regimens touted in magazines and sold by mail order. Ultimately, a trip to the Prospect Park Zoo provides the solution. There, he observes a lion flexing its muscles. Inspired to develop his own system of isometric exercise, he is soon so strong that he finds work demonstrating "chest developing" devices. Admiring friends note his resemblance to a statue on top of a nearby Atlas Hotel and dub him "Atlas." Soon the resemblance is reversed: he becomes an artists' model for those who require a "perfect physical form" for their statues of classically rendered American heroes, among them George Washington and Alexander Hamilton. 14 By the time Atlas assumed this model role, act III was underway. In , Angelo triumphs at a "World's Most Beautiful Man" contest sponsored by Bernarr Macfadden. Taking the name "Charles Atlas," he invests his winnings in the physical development course that would bear this new name. (Some assert that the author of the lessons was Frederick Richard Tilney, a naturopath.) 15 New Yorker,  January , pp. -; "Men who fascinate women," Look  October , p. ; Philip H. Dougherty, "Atlas, at , still reigns as a tower of strength," New York Times  August , D; Joseph Gustaitis, "Charles Atlas: 'The world's most perfectly developed man,' " Am. Hist. Illust., September , pp. -; Peter Bushyeager, "The world of Atlas; Weight trainer Charles Atlas; Includes story on dynamic-tension plan," Men's Health, October , p. . The story of Atlas's encounter with the beach bully is also repeated in Charles Atlas, "Indoor exercises to keep you fit this winter," Mech. Illust., December , p. . See also William Graebner, "Atlas, Charles S." Dictionary of American Biography, Supplement , - (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, ) pp. -, or the most recent retelling of Atlas's life in "Charles Atlas, modern-day Hercules," Biography, A&E Network, September .
. Atlas's physique can be glimpsed in Washington, D.C. in the guise of Hamilton, in front of the U.S. Treasury Building, and in New York City's Washington Square Arch, in the form of George Washington; Taylor, (n. ).
. Mrozek, (n. ). Tilney's authorship of the course is also reported in Zolotow, (n. ). In their Yours in Perfect Manhood, Charles Atlas: The Most Effective Fitness Program Ever Devised (New York: Simon and Schuster, ), Charles Gaines and George Butler insist that "the exercises are entirely Charles Atlas's original work" (pp. -). Fair (n. ) Muscletown, pp. , , , notes that by the middle s, Tilney had begun writing for Hoffman's Strength and Health magazine and following Hoffman's program. The Atlas lessons were not explicitly "naturopathic"; they did not comment on the value of natural healing or minimize the Success eluded Atlas until the late s. Then he joined forces with Charles P. Roman, a recent college graduate working as an account executive at a New York advertising agency. Roman invented the term "Dynamic Tension" for the Atlas system and created the "Mac" ad, later deemed by one admirer the "single greatest mail order ad of all time." 16 Sales of the course skyrocketed, and sales offices later opened in Rio de Janeiro and London, where "-stone weaklings" such as "Cyril" were offered the opportunity to build "big, powerful useful muscles." 17 Roman even talked himself into adhering to Atlas's regimen; at age seventy-five, he told New York Times interviewer Anna Quindlen, "By doing a little Dynamic Tension, I keep pretty fit." 18 Dynamic Tension sold well, and Atlas became a wealthy man. He lived simply, sharing a home with his mother, his wife, and his two children. Between public appearances and the occasional stint at Camp Atlas in the Catskills, he attended to business at company headquarters. 19 There, he answered subscribers' letters, entertained curious visitors by bending railroad spikes, and offered advice: "Live clean, think clean, and don't go to burlesque shows." 20 Although Atlas had a legal run-in with barbell entrepreneur Bob Hoffman early in his career, he was widely admired and his system, regarded as an early form of isometrics, remains a respected fitness regimen. 21 In , . Anna Quindlen, "About New York," New York Times,  June , p. B. . Camp Atlas is described in Jerry Cowle, "As I did it," Sports Illust.,  June , p. E.
. Gaines and Butler, (n. ) Perfect Manhood, p. . . There was a hearing before the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in the s, after Hoffman called Atlas "The World's Greatest Fakir." Atlas complained that York Barbell was misleading consumers, while Hoffman argued that Atlas could not have built his physique without apparatus. There were several other FTC investigations of the Atlas Company regarding its advertisements. See: "Muscle makers," Time,  February  pp. - ; Graebner, (n. ); Zolotow, (n. ); Fair, (n. ) Muscletown, pp. -. Speaking of the Dynamic Tension method, Charles Kuntzleman, of Blue Cross/Blue Shield's Fitness for Atlas sold the company to Roman, his partner. The famous muscle man died two years later at the age of seventy-nine, having resumed his strenuous exercise regimen shortly after a heart attack. 22 Even in death, Atlas continued to sell, as his former partner Roman kept the company alive. By the s, his firm had sold an estimated . million courses, although sales were slowing. 23 In  at the age of ninety, Roman sold Charles Atlas Ltd. to Arkansas entrepreneur Jeffrey Hogue. 24 Hogue promptly renewed the company's ad contract with Marvel Comics. The company has also mounted a web page (www.charlesatlas.com) featuring the Mac ad. Here classic photos of Atlas promise a new generation of weaklings that "I can make you a new man!" 25 atlas as advisor Atlas's "System of Health, Strength, and Physique Building" consisted of twelve lessons and a final "perpetual lesson." 26 Each ranged from three to ten typescript pages and usually included a page or two of photographs of Atlas demonstrating the featured exercises. Written in the form of a letter (albeit a mimeographed one) to a friend, the Youth Program, noted that Atlas's exercises were "isometrics well before isometrics were the rage," and commended much, though not all, of his nutritional advice: Bushyeager, (n.). Gaines and Butler (n. ) Perfect Manhood, p. , point out that Atlas demonstrated his Dynamic-Tension System "at Army and Coast Guard training centers around the country," suggesting a kind of military endorsement.
. "Charles Atlas, the body-builder and weightlifter, is dead at ," [obituary] New York Times,  December , p. ; Timothy Harper, "Still building bodies a decade after his death," Associated Press,  July . One article was published under Atlas's name, after his death. In it he quotes Harvard nutritionist Jean Meyer, promotes vitamins, and discusses the food groups. Charles Atlas, "Eat well, grow strong & lose weight," Mech. Illust., January , pp.  ff.
. Harper, (n. ). . Two years later, Roman passed away: see Eric Pace, "Charles P. Roman, associate of Charles Atlas, dies at ," New York Times,  July , p. B, and "Mind and muscle" [editorial] , Washington Post,  July , p. A.
. Ray Schultz, "Piece of America up for grabs as Charles Atlas Company seeks buyer," DM News,  October, , p. ; "If Narcissus managed a mutual fund," Fortune,  September, , p. . For the sale of the Atlas company, see Leroy Donald, "Arkansan gets grip on Charles Atlas firm and trademark," Arkansas Democrat-Gazette,  September , p. D. A corporate directory issued in , the year Charles Roman died, approximated Charles Atlas, Ltd.'s total sales to date as $,,: Directory of Corporate Affiliations ; see also Pace, (n. ).
. As described in this article, the Atlas lessons were undated and unpaginated, but their structure and content have remained fairly stable throughout the years they have been sold. Quotations in this article are from a set of the lessons apprently sold in the mid-to late s, in the possession of the authors. We will use in-text citations to note which lesson was the source of any quoted or cited material.
lessons sought to cultivate a comfortable familiarity between advicegiver and advice-seeker. This was, of course, a common ploy for those selling personal health products. In the nineteenth century, Lydia E. Pinkham, purveyor of the popular remedy for "female complaints," answered queries from women concerned with their health, a practice that her inheritors continued, using her name, after her death. 27 By the twentieth century, corporations routinely enshrined health advisors who lent a simultaneously authoritative and personal voice to their marketing appeals, such as "Nurse Ellen J. Buckland," who answered correspondence about Kotex sanitary napkins. 28 Popular health and fitness magazines also reached out to readers, employing letters columns through which avuncular editors responded to individual queries. 29 Atlas embodied all these traditions: he was a real person who made public appearances and could be interviewed by journalists, even as he was a corporate creation whose name and image were affixed to correspondence with subscribers.
The language of the correspondence furthered the seemingly personal connection between author and reader. Atlas adopted an intimate tone from the salutation ("Dear Friend") onward, adding in one lesson, "I call you 'Friend' because I seem to actually know you very well by now. It is with this thought in mind that I am sending you this Lesson" (Lesson ). A similar spirit characterized the close of each letter: "with best wishes for your progress, Yours for Perfect Development," (lesson ) and "I'll say 'Good-by' until Lesson No. Three, Yours for Perfect Manhood" (Lesson ). In a postscript to his first lesson, Atlas asked subscribers to "write and tell me how you are getting along." In the final, "perpetual" lesson he concluded, "Although this lesson completes my Course, I want you to feel at liberty to write me at any time if ever you have any questions. With . Budd (n. ) Sculpture Machine, pp. -, describes the efforts of Eugen Sandow and other British physical culture to "perpetuat[e] the idea of the ideal reader" through letters columns. See also the discussion of the long-running "Health Questions Answered" feature in Hygeia, the American Medical Association's health magazine for lay readers, in Elizabeth Toon, "Managing the conduct of the individual life: public health education and American public health, -" (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, ), pp. -. my very best wishes and a warm hand clasp, I remain Your Sincere Friend and Instructor, Charles Atlas." 30 The form of the letters apparently did not diminish Atlas's claims to sincerity as a substantial portion of participants replied to his command that they write to him. 31 Between the friendly nods, Atlas presented his mix of health advice, dietary prescriptions, and exercise instructions with near-evangelical fervor and in religiously evocative language. He punctuated his lengthy sentences with capitalized words and phrases, and delivered his advice in the cadence of a sermon: "You sow the seeds of disease, and you MUST reap the penalty of poor health as a result of your disobedience of Nature's unalterable laws" (lesson ). Physical and mental redemption, Atlas implied, would come through the gospel of fitness, as salvation was attained not by faith alone but from daily devotion to regimen. He cajoled and encouraged subscribers by reminding them that he had been "lost" before he transformed himself into the World's Most Perfectly Developed Man, as in the first lesson where he confessed, "Do not despair! I was once known as 'flat chested."' (lesson ). A quick glance at the photographs accompanying the lessons indicated that this was no longer the case. But exercise alone, Atlas was careful to point out, would not guarantee vitality and virility. The man who kept "the goal of human perfection constantly in sight" (lesson ) had to commit himself mentally to the task, and even to repeat inspirational phrases aloud as if in prayer: "I am now increasing my muscular strength and magnetism!" (lesson ). This is not to suggest, however, that Atlas had dethroned God in favor of the self. The body was a "Creation," he reminded his subscribers, and he exhorted them to each day "Thank the Creator for life and health for the day just past, and call on the Universal Forces for increased energy for the new Tomorrow" (lesson ).
This creation could be understood metaphorically. At times Atlas, like so many other twentieth-century health popularizers, depicted . Atlas was hardly the only health and fitness entrepreneur to claim a personal, individual connection with his clients: women who promoted cosmetic and beauty products also encouraged a sense of connection through mail order. Some urged customers to write "just as you would talk if we were sitting in my parlor face to face," while others scolded subscribers for their failure to follow the entrepreneur's "system." Kathy Peiss, Hope in a Jar: The Making of America's Beauty Culture (New York: Metropolitan Books, ), pp. -. . Gaines and Butler, (n. ) Perfect Manhood, reprints several letters to Atlas, and the entire cache is maintained at the current company headquarters (personal communication, Jeffrey Hogue, ).
the body as an internal combustion engine demanding constant cleaning and high-quality fuel:
The huge new streamlined express airplanes, which hurl themselves from New York to California, shrieking through the air with enormous power and terrific speed, depend upon the proper kind of fuel for their energy. What would you think of the aviator who put any old junk into the tanks and expected this fuel to create the power and energy to get his plane to its destination on time? You would say, "That man's a fool" (lesson ).
Here Atlas echoed several decades of discourse about "the human motor" that analogized physiological productivity with industrial productivity. This vision of the body-machine was hardly new, but Atlas's depiction reaffirmed the ones his adolescent readers would have encountered in their health and science textbooks, in instructional films, and in other health education materials. 32 Elsewhere Atlas's languageagain, like that of his medical and fitness contemporariesinvoked the natural world. Sunbathing, he maintained, was as essential for human health as sunlight was for plant growth: "If you hide a beautiful flower in a dark cupboard, you know that flower will soon wilt, fade and die, but when placed in the warm sunshine it soon blooms in all its magnificent beauty. The same applies to your body" (lesson ). Frequently he employed animal metaphors, using them to summon up a vision of the ideal body as both functionally and aesthetically pleasing: "While an ox may have perfect health it is not magnetic. The subtle quality you wish to acquire is like that of an Arabian steed, which is both [sic] powerful, healthy, virile, and MAGNETIC" (lesson ).
The basic structure of Atlas's system for obtaining "health, strength, and vigor" apparently remained constant. Rarely updated, the text of the lessons sometimes contained anachronistic references. A lates set of lessons, for instance, made reference to "Vigor for Victory" and the "war diet," but also contained an ill-timed vow to "build a perfect race, a country of PERFECT HUMAN MASTER-PIECES." Perhaps Atlas and Roman had faith in the timeless appeal and eternal usefulness of these lessons for living or at least in the . The chief work on the "human motor" discourse is Anson Rabinbach's discussion of these ideas in fin-de-siecle Europe and America, The Human Motor: Energy, Fatigue, and the Origins of Modernity (New York: Basic Books, ); see also Steve Sturdy, "The Industrial Body," in Cooter and Pickstone, (n. ) Medicine, pp. -. Whorton (n. ) suggests that the stomach-as-dynamo image was commonplace by the turn of the century.
revenues they continued to produce. Whatever their reasons, Atlas and Roman left both the advice and the advertising unaltered.
Who was the intended audience for this advice? According to Roman, young men age fifteen to twenty-five constituted the majority of subscribers. 33 Many of the letters to Atlas published in the company history support this judgment: "Nobody calls me bird chest anymore and I got my girlfriend through you too; no more pimples hardly. . . . My Mom and Dad are proud of me." 34 So too do the memories of numerous commentators. One Washington Post columnist, after finding his son had "written away for muscles," remembered his own experience with this adolescent rite of passage as part of what he dubbed the "sending-away stage." 35 Atlas's promises of selftransformation seem to have had a continuing appeal, from the s through at least the s, even as the social worlds of the boys and young men purchasing the system changed enormously. 36 Why?
Atlas's appealand his successmay have been rooted in the trajectory of teenage physiology. Adolescent boys, insecure about their developing bodies, could look around them and see that others of the same age were further along in their physical development. Viewing their physical bodies as dangerously out of control and believing manhood and social success to be intimately linked to physical prowess, these boys could turn in private, to a man whose own life story, offered in familiar comic book format, echoed their own. Human variability coupled with social anxiety thus gave Atlas a natural market, a consumer group ready to believe his promise: "I can make you a new man." In time, naturally occurring hormonally induced changes would help almost every boy to fill out physically and mature emotionally and socially, but the credit might accrue to Charles Atlas, rather than the endocrine system. 37 . Hogue, the company owner, noted "In the past, the average Charles Atlas program student was aged  to , but because we've been in the business for about  years, many of our students are now in their s, s, and even s," Pace, (n. ). Some of the British advertisements were aimed at an older group, including one that promised "New Bodies for Old: 'Dynamic-Tension' Has NO AGE LIMIT" Charles Atlas collection, NMAH (n. ).
 Realizing that subscribers sought an improved look as well as strength, Atlas provided specialized instructions for enhancing each part of the physique in turn. Lesson , for instance, focused on the abdomen; lesson  on the shoulders; and lesson  on the calves. The isometric exercises required neither weights nor specialized equipment. 38 According to Atlas, stretching, flexing, and simple strengthening exercises such as situps and pushups contributed simultaneously to the development of muscular power and to the health of internal organs. Atlas even recommended face and finger exercises, the former to prevent wrinkles and flabby cheeks and the latter to promote "a steel-like grip." Clearly, neither attractiveness nor strength were sufficient; the healthy young man required both.
atlas's health advice
Atlas preached a familiar sermon, but did so in a different context (a muscle building program) and with a different syntax (that of manhood) than more orthodox health advisors found in classrooms, in pulpits, and around campfires. School health textbooks, scouting manuals, YMCA lecture halls, sports coaches, and even parents offered advice that Atlas repeated within his pages of muscle building instruction. The Boy Scout manual called for daily bathing (two soap baths per week plus morning sponge baths each day); Atlas recommended full baths each day. 39 Health textbooks exhorted students to stand up straight: "You are not galley slaves like Ben Hur; you are free to arrange your own positions." 40 Atlas, meanwhile, reminded subscribers of the aesthetic and physical benefits of good posture: "If your chest is sunken and your stomach sticking out, you cannot stand out as a man with PERSONALITY" (lesson ). Did Atlas's injunctions, cloaked in the garb of fitness and manly counsel, receive more serious consideration than similar commandments from adult authorities? It is not p. , likewise suggests that at least one of Sandow's readers appears to have benefited more from a growth spurt than Sandow's teachings.
. There is some debate as to whether Atlas could have acquired his muscles without recourse to weights, a charge first made by Bob Hoffman in the s and repeated later: for example, Bryant Stamford, "As we age, exercise becomes more important," CourierJournal,  January , p. H. Nevertheless, Atlas sold a vision of physical development without weightlifting, and we are concerned with this vision as he presented it, whether or not it was the truth about Atlas.
. unreasonable to think that young men complied more willingly with Atlas's advice than with mother's or teacher's. Maybe parents welcomed the arrival of the private lessons that reiterated many of their own statements about good health. If parents read the Atlas letters, they would find pronouncements that sounded more like Emily Post's directives on etiquette than what could be expected from a strongman who posed in leopard-print briefs. Could it really be a muscle-bound huckster recommending that young men assume an air of cheerfulness at the table and engage in "light, sociable conversation on pleasant topics" (lesson )?
Atlas apparently cobbled together his advice from many popular and expert discourses. He echoed both nineteenth-century water cure advocates and twentieth-century health educators when he proclaimed water to be the "True Tonic of Life" (lesson ). He sounded like a sanatorium entrepreneur or an antituberculosis crusader when he remarked on the value of fresh air, noting that "the modern treatment of consumption compels the sufferers to live, sleep and work outdoors, wet or fine, hot or cold, because it has been discovered that pure outside air has healing qualities which can be secured in no other way" (lesson ). For a generation of Americans badgered to open their bedroom windows and welcome the fresh night air, Atlas's admonitions probably had a familiar ring. Perhaps, as an immigrant teenager in s Brooklyn, Atlas imbibed the same message from health department nurses, antituberculosis campaigners, and insurance company pamphlets. 41 "To nail one's bedroom window shut," said an early s pamphlet widely distributed to the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's immigrant and working-class customers, "is to drive a nail into one's coffin." 42 Atlas, now a health authority himself, likewise commanded subscribers to "NEVER CLOSE YOUR BEDROOM WINDOW" (lesson ).
Individual lessons spoke to specific health concerns, of which diet was clearly the most important consideration. The bulk of lesson  was devoted to this subject. Atlas categorized foods in six groups: 

proteins, carbohydrates, minerals and vitamins, fats, sugars, and roughage. Ideal meals offered the proper mix of these elements. Choosing proper foods was especially important because healthful foods, which he defined as "undenatured" foods, from which the "life principal [sic] had not been extracted by commercial processes," led to pure blood. Here Atlas's advice sounded much like that of food faddists such as Alfred Waterson McCann. 43 Atlas proclaimed foods that provided little "vitality," such as white flour and polished rice off limits. Similarly, hard-to-digest foods (especially those that were fatty or heavily spiced) needed to be shunned at all costs. Coffee and tea he deemed "narcotics and poisons" that paralyzed the nerves. Skip the light lunch of cake and soda, Atlas ordered subscribers, telling them to have whole wheat or Graham crackers and a glass of milk instead. Without mentioning Horace Fletcher by name, he heartily endorsed Fletcher's system of extended mastication: all foods, Atlas believed, were to be chewed, even milk. 44 In his enthusiasm for pure milk, pure water, and pure air Atlas had mainstream health advocates on his side, although his rationale for imbibing these substances focused on bodily purification and muscular power. Copious milk-drinking was important, Atlas explained, because it was easily digested and converted into muscle and blood, and thus paved the way to "sound flesh." Even as he remarked on milk's calcium and vitamin content, he reminded his adolescent subscribers who were anxious about pimples that babies had beautiful clear skin and the same surely awaited other drinkers of milk. True devotees were advised to enjoy a milk diet for a week, drinking one glass an hour for the first few days, and working up to a glass every half hour. Such a regimen, Atlas promised, would "[sweep] away all dead poisonous matter, waste products, and thoroughly [flush] out the entire body" (lesson ).
Orthodox medical authorities shared Atlas's faith in the power of milk. Physicians ordered it for child health, public health officials fought to ensure a safe and healthful supply, health educators promoted it relentlessly in school health materials, and the dairy industry invested . Whorton, (n. ), especially pp.  and passim, provides an overview of the early and mid-twentieth-century struggle between food reformers and more orthodox nutrition advocates. The argument that "overcivilized" foods were to blame for health problems was an old notion, but especially popular in the early twentieth century.
. By "chewing" milk Atlas said he meant consuming it slowly and allowing it to mix with saliva (lesson ).
heavily in its promotion, particularly after sales started to slip in around the time of the Great War. 45 The boy picking up Atlas's lessons in an effort to gain strength would find that the injunction to drink more milk resounded just as frequently there as it had in his health textbooks, which often contained one or two entire chapters devoted to this "perfect" food. For instance, one of the Child Health Organization's eight "Rules of the Health Game," widely publicized in the s and integrated into health texts afterwards, was to drink "as much milk as possible, but no coffee or tea." This was precisely the same advice Atlas gave. Indeed, the Child Health Organization's efforts, aimed primarily at elementary school children, featured many maxims that Atlas would push to his slightly older audience in the decades to follow: to sleep "long hours with windows open," to drink "at least four glasses of water a day" (Atlas recommended six to eight glasses), and to have "a bowel movement every day." 46 Health advocates outside the scientific mainstream also embraced milk as a perfect food and, at times, as a therapeutic substance. For instance, Atlas's original mentor, Bernarr Macfadden, proclaimed milk to be "the greatest of all diet cures . . . capable of bringing about miraculous changes in the physical organism," and recommended a milk diet to remedy such diverse ailments as acid stomach, eczema, hay fever, and impotence. 47 What might be deemed an excessive consumption of milk in the decades following the discovery of links between cholesterol and heart disease, and the "first cholesterol scare" of the early s, remained a dietary mainstay for the body building set. 48 Arnold Schwarzenegger, for whom Atlas was "an early childhood idol," advised his followers to consume several quarts a day. 49 Consuming natural, pure substances was a vital element in Atlas's system for acquiring a muscular, virile body, but he frequently re-. Harvey A. Levenstein, Revolution at the Table; The Transformation of the American Diet (New York: Oxford University Press, ), pp. -; see also Whorton, (n. ), pp. -.
. The "Rules of the Health Game" frequently served as frontispieces to the U.S. Bureau of Education publications and were reproduced widely in child health materials of the s; minded subscribers that monitoring outgo was as important as regulating intake. The failure to cleanse the body of its waste products, he argued, was a prime threat to perfect manhood. Although Atlas did not use the famous term "autointoxication," he described its consequences in familiar language. The body's engine needed to be kept clean ("without any special device or drug to accomplish the act") in order to run smoothly. "What would you think of a fireman who continually choked up his furnace with coal and never cleared out the accumulated ash?" (lesson ).
Atlas had little choice but to address the subject of "inner hygiene." It was, as James Whorton has termed it, a "modern preoccupation." 50 Americans were bombarded with advertisements for products promising to end constipation and in so doing cure a number of other ailments. Additionally, a startling number of Americans appear to have sought cures in the form of colonic therapies not only from manufacturers, but from physicians, nutritionists, and health entrepreneurs of all types. Calisthenics, colonics, diets, and drugs all promised to make Americans clean, and therefore healthy, on the inside.
Atlas likewise inveighed against built-up internal waste, which he argued would be absorbed through the linings of the intestine, permeate the blood, and cause disease. Headaches, stomach trouble, and pimples were sure signs that the "internal sewer" was clogged. He offered the usual explanations for constipationpoor diet, lack of exercise, and abuse of strong laxativesand urged sufferers to consult the family physician. (Indeed, Atlas recommended that subscribers who suspected any "organic ailment" let him know and also visit a physician before undertaking the Dynamic Tension program.) Atlas's own remedy for constipation incorporated established cures and special exercises: drinking water, careful mastication, consuming roughage and laxative foods such as prunes and figs, and the occasional enema. He advised subscribers to take three or four "internal baths" (as he termed enemas) during the twelve-week course, and that they continue the practice on a regular basis thereafter. Perhaps this is what a Californian subscriber, J. D., referred to when he wrote Atlas that he thought "I look much better inside and outside." 51 External bathing offered different but no less valuable benefits, Atlas explained. Cool baths, warm baths, sun baths, and rubdowns awakened the body, soothed the nerves, enriched the blood, and purified the skin. He recommended taking a cool bath in the morning after exercising and following that with a brisk rubdown using a Turkish towel. Tepid foot baths each evening prevented "that tired feeling" (lesson ). He also advocated air and sun baths, meaning a daily period spent nude or nearly nude during which the skin was allowed to breathe. This could be done, he said, at the beach, in the countryside, on the porch, or in a bedroom where the sun shone through open windows. Sunshine was a "magnetic influence" on the body, calming nerves and preventing colds: invoking recently popularized scientific findings, he reported that the sun's ultraviolet rays imparted vitamin D and claimed that its infrared rays acted as a disinfectant. In the winter, sun lamps would perpetuate that healthy glow (lesson )a glow that celebrities and the rich had now made fashionable as well. The true adherent of the Dynamic Tension System required a good night's sleep because at night nature restored the body. Atlas himself followed a strict regimen of rest, explaining to an interviewer that "nothing good happens after :." "Remember," he told subscribers, "that two hours spent in sound sleep BEFORE midnight are worth four hours afterwards." Dissipation in the wee hours stole away years of life: "Temporary pleasures you may now enjoy at night get you nowhere. In truth they rob you of all the finer joys of life. There is no lasting happiness to be derived from them." In what seemed like a reference to modern psychiatry Atlas declared that the "real mind  the subconscious mind" was at work during sleep. Further reading reveals that this was not the churning Freudian subconscious. Rather, Atlas meant that the thoughts that preoccupied the mind in the moments before sleep marked the tone of sleep, and that the man who took his troubles to bed was asking for a troubled psyche (lesson ).
Among the nightly troubles that plagued young psyches and defeated the quest for a virile physique was that old enemy, the lack of sexual self-control. Psychologist and coiner of the term "adolescence" G. Stanley Hall had proclaimed that "rational muscle culture" cured immorality, and that its adherents were "soldiers of Christ, strengthening our muscles not against a foreign foe, but against sin within and without us." 52 Atlas offered a similar philosophy, and practical, if simplistic, advice for "resisting evil." Without mentioning masturbation, he instructed subscribers to curb their impulses and direct their energy away from habits (drink, tobacco, sex) that were sure to cause weakness and disease: "Won't you sacrifice those temporary pleasures which are really injurious to you for health building exercises?" (lesson ).
Atlas echoed early twentieth-century sex educators, who argued that masturbation "drained" the body and the psyche. 53 He likewise identified will power as the primary key to overcoming such habits: "From now on, you must resolutely curb your impulses, strengthen the good ones and positively reject those that are harmful. . . .
RE-MEMBER, ALL EVIL HABITS MAY BE DESTROYED BY THE MAN WHO REALLY DESIRES TO CONQUER THEM" (lesson ). But he also offered what may have been a physical solution.
Bathing the solar plexus and genital organs, by contrast, preserved vigor: "The reproductive system is endowed with a very delicate and sensitive nerve supply which, when in a healthy condition, is highly benefited by the application of COLD wet cloths" (lesson ) Given that he described these baths as "secrets" to be "indulged in every morning while having your cold rub down," it seems likely that preventing the "solitary vice" was his concern. Tamping down improper impulses held the key to true virility, a sort of manhood that attracted friends and repelled bullies.
In promoting body-love, the Atlas system may well have also offered its adolescent male readers fodder for reckoning with their developing sexuality. The lessons, after all, featured photographs of a barelyclothed or nude Atlas exercising, often staring the viewer full in the face. But what did Atlas mean by the suggestion to exercise in the nude, in front of a mirror (lesson )? What did he expect to happen when subscribers followed his recommendation to take nude "air baths" while listening to the radio and playing checkers with fellow health-seekers? Atlas's lessons had more than a whiff of the erotic to them, although his focus was more on developing a mental attitude conducive to physical improvement, a self-love that connected body and mind.
Called to the temple of health, followers of the Atlas regimen learned to banish all unpleasant thoughts and fill the mind with happier ones. "Worry, irritability and anger are mental and physical poisons," Atlas opined. 54 "By giving vent to these undesirable habits the body tears down far more quickly than it can be built up" (lesson ). The health seeker was to "think high and beautiful thoughts" and be lifted to a "new plane of consciousness." Music baths were one means for reaching this plane: Atlas even urged subscribers to buy an instrument and let its "beneficent harmonies elevate and refresh your mind, body, and soul." Of course, only appropriate music would do: "Too much of the new swing stuff tends to lower the tone of mind" (lesson ).
Lesson  promoted mind control as the best means for conquering worry and anger. Platitude followed platitude as Atlas exhorted followers to banish the anxieties that tore down the body and drained vitality: "On NO account allow yourself to become worried, either over the past, the present or the future. The past is dead. Forget it! Why dig up the corpse. The future has not yet arrived, why anticipate what probably will never happen? And why worry over the present? Can your worry accomplish anything good?" Instead, readers were to cultivate happiness, and saturate their lives with inspiring thoughts: "The following suggestions are given by a well-known philosopher, and you are urged to scorch them deep into your soul: ELIMINATE FEAR. CONQUER WORRY. AVOID ANGER. OMIT DEPRES-SION. SHUN HATE. STUDY CHEERFULNESS. CULTIVATE HOPE. DEVELOP COURAGE. EXHIBIT CONFIDENCE. AS-SUME SUCCESS. LIVE SIMPLY. MAINTAIN BUOYANCY. CONTROL SELF. THINK HEALTH YOURS" (lesson ). The commands could easily become a personal mantra, repeated throughout the day as one worked, exercised, ate, or restrained oneself from unhealthful activities and temptations.
. Atlas took this notion of worry as "poison" quite literally, even invoking an old wives' tale to support his point: "Do you know that babies have been killed by poisoned milk from angry nursing mothers?" (lesson ).
No one graduated from the Atlas system, for, as the concluding lesson explained, it was meant to be a regimen for life. The true believer joined "thousands upon thousands of men," who performed the daily regimen despite the other demands in their lives. No external circumstance excused the individual who purchased Atlas's advice and failed to adhere to it. "You cannot get strong by merely reading about it," lesson  prodded new subscribers. Halfway through the course, when some subscribers might falter or feel as if their efforts had gone unrewarded, Atlas pointed out that the individual subscriber was ultimately responsible for his own success: "Understand you cannot buy a couple of inches of muscles from me, all I can do is to tell you how to use 'Dynamic-Tension."'
atlas's lessons for historians
Atlas's mail order lessons, peppered with health advice, suggest that medical historians are well advised to rethink their approach to understanding the ways that twentieth-century Americans learned to care for their bodies. Categorizations such as orthodox medicine and alternative healing are useful for understanding the trajectory of scientific authority. Nevertheless, they provide an overly schematic map of the world of health advice consumers routinely encountered. Viewed from the perspective of consumers, health information came from many sources, contained seemingly conflicting advice, and yet could be reconciled in daily practice. Families might treat tuberculosis by following both medical instructions and by adhering to special diets prescribed by alternative healers. In other instances, groups whose cultural authority appeared to be in conflict often presented strikingly consistent recommendations about particular practices. 55 A diet with roughage won the endorsement of health food faddists and orthodox medical practitioners, both of whom met patients deeply concerned about "elimination."
A second lesson to be extracted from the analysis of Charles Atlas's health advice is that historians seeking to paint a full picture of popular health knowledge in the twentieth century must investigate all genres of advice. Studies of eighteenth-and nineteenth-century medicine have revealed that domestic guides, religious tracts, popular magazine . Tomes, (n. ) Gospel of Germs, makes this point when discussing the conjunction of sanitary science and commercial marketing for the late nineteenth century.
fiction, and barn-side advertisements, among other texts, served as popular and persuasive sources of health information. Catherine Beecher's Treatise on Domestic Economy, like other household advice books, gave readers practical health advice along with instruction in household construction and management. 56 Twentieth-century texts, as Atlas's system shows us, likewise contained similar admixtures of guidance and therefore need to be read as Beecher has been read. But Atlas is merely one example of a hidden health advisor: Arnold Schwarzenegger, for example, made health advice part of his mission and acknowledged that fashioning the mental self and the physical self were ongoing and intertwined endeavors. 57 In sum, by examining marginal twentieth-century fitness purveyors (and other previously ignored texts containing health advice), we have an opportunity to see how health knowledge both seeps into and reflects cultural practice. Fitness literatures in particular serve as repositories of health knowledge, storing earlier and discarded concepts as well as housing the latest scientific insights. Analyzing them as well as other popular sources of health information will further enrich and complicate our knowledge of how Americans learned to think about their bodies and their health.
